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* Ratings Defined: 4 to 6 Points - Unsatisfactory | 7 to 11 Points Needs Improvement
12 to 15 Points - Meets Expectations | 16 Points - Exceeds Expectation

Evaluation

Duration of this learning unit: 45‘

KM

Working on motivation by means of activities related to passing 
and kicking, tackling and contact and support. 

The term ‘motivation’ is derived from the word ‘motive’. Motive 
may be defined as needs, wants, drives or impulses within the 
individual. Motivation is defined as the processes that account for 
an individual’s intensity, direction, and persistence of e�ort 
toward attaining a goal. The level of motivation varies both 
between individuals and within individuals at di�erent times.
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Activity 8.1 | Pass & Kicking - Consolidation

Resources & Planning

Teams of 3 players

15 min

1 coach 1 ball/
team

3 cones/
team

For U6 and U8 only passes will be made at 5 metres 
and kicks can be free without them having to receive them.

KP

Tips
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Activity 8.1 | Pass & Kicking - Consolidation

Procedure | Keep in mind the KMs of the unit

1) Set Up 3 players teams for a competition 

2) The purpose to make as few mistakes as possible in this proposed 
activity.

3) The three players of each team placed in a triangle make 10 passes and 
10 kicks in such a way that the receiver can only move one foot from his 
position to receive the pass. 

Players focus on their goals

Players are highly motivated

Players put e�ort into the activities

Players believe in themselves

Concentrate all your thoughts upon the work in hand.

Believe in yourself.

Adopt a balanced, stable, strong body position and keep 
opposite shoulder forward

Hold the ball in two hands with one point aimed at the foot. 
Extend arms fully (elbows straight)

Keep core strong, then cock leg by flexing hip and knee 

Drop the ball onto foot keeping posture tall. Step onto 
non-kicking foot, in line with the target

Un-cock leg by extending hip and knee. Keep head down and 
forwards

Make contact with the bone on the top of the instep of foot and 
the point of the ball, keeping toes pointing to the ground

-Maintain leg speed through contact

Space not
determined

10
 m

Rate 1 to 4 points* each of the following indicators about the group before (B) and after 

(A) the session and compare. In case the group is new to you, complete only column A. 

LITERACY: specific vocabulary of the area and express themselves 
appropriately.

PHYSICAL LITERACY: knowledge of the body and its motor skills, 
acquire the habit of practising physical activity, hygiene and body 
care.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: develop social skills of respect for others, 
cooperation and teamwork with initiative and creativity.
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Activity 8.2 | Tackle - Consolidation

Resources & Planning

15 min

The drill can be adapted to M6 and M8 categories by
shortening the distance, eliminating kicks and 
substituting tackling with touch or tag rugby.

KP

Tips
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Activity 8.2 | Tackle - Consolidation

Procedure | Keep in mind the KMs of the unit

1) Set up 3 players teams for a competition

2) The purpose is to make as few mistakes as possible in this proposed 
activity.

3) Evolving from the previous exercise, the team of 3 players is organised 
into passer/kicker, receiver and tackler. 

4) Also forming a triangle as in the previous exercise, one player 
passes/kicks, a second player receives the ball and initiates an attack 
towards the position of the third player who tackles.

5) The players rotate positions successively until 10 tackles are made each.
Keep ‘eyes up’ looking at the ball carrier to keep head in the 
correct position

Track the movement of the ball carrier and get their feet close 
enough to make the tackle using the arms to ‘wrap’ around the 
ball carrier

Prepare for contact - adopting a body position that is strong, 
stable and low

Position their head behind or to one side of the ball carrier 
(never position the head in front of the ball carrier)

Release the tackled player, get back to their feet immediately 
and contest for possession
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Activity 8.3 | Contact & Support - Consolidation

Resources & Planning

15 min

The drill can be adapted to M6 and M8 categories by
shortening the distance, eliminating kicks and 
substituting tackling with touch or tag rugby.

KP

Tips
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Activity 8.3 | Contact & Support - Consolidation

Procedure | Keep in mind the KMs of the unit

1) Set up 3 players teams for a competition

2) The purpose is to make as few mistakes as possible in this proposed 
activity.

3) Evolving from the previous activity, the team of 3 players is organised 
into a passer/kicker who at the same time becomes a tackling defender, a 
receiver/attacker and a supporting player. 

4) Also forming a triangle as in the previous exercise, one player 
passes/kicks, a second player receives the ball and initiates an attack 
towards the position of the kicker who tackles. 

5) The third player comes in support and receives a pass from the attacker 
before being tackled. 

6) The players rotate positions successively until 10 tackles are made each.

Carry the ball in both hands

Protect the ball - holding it tight to their chest with elbows in to 
sides

Make contact with the ground with their buttocks and then their 
shoulder

Not break their fall with their hand or the ball

Turn towards their team and pass, place or present the ball

Get back to their feet as soon as possible

10
 m

10
 m

Teams of 3 players 1 coach 1 ball/
team

3 cones/
team

Space not
determined

Teams of 3 players 1 coach 1 ball/
team

3 cones/
team

Space not
determined


